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❶ OUR MISSION
We believe in a future where nature and technology could blend, to address the next technological outcomes. 

Woodoo is specialized in a groundbreaking material based on the structural transformation of wood at the molecular 
level. Translucent, tactile and renewable, we are inventing the future of tangible interfaces for the mobility industry and 
consumer tech. Woodoo has won more than 30 major international and national awards, such as MIT 35 Under 35 
European Innovator of the Year, Horizon H2020  from the European Commission, as well as supported by the French 
Ministry of Agriculture, Environment, Research & Innovation.

❷ JOB DESCRIPTION
Your role within our research team will focus on: 

 → Ensuring the production of wood composites and performing inishing operations
 → Receiving and checking the raw materials used (quantity, quality, identiication)
 → Writing, checking and signing reports as well as the material tracking sheets
 → Making sure of the cleanliness of the equipment as well as its environment (workshop + storage area)

❸ YOUR QUALIFICATIONS
You have a professional education (BAC PRO)

 → You preferably have good knowledge of the various industrial processes in the implementation of composites 
in the automotive ield

 → You are passionate about the potential of new materials, especially those based on wood
 → An interest to develop new processes to resolve industrial issues would be ideal

❹ FEELING LIKE JOINING OUR TEAM?
Please send us your resume and cover letter to jobs@woodoo.com. 

For faster internal processing, please name your documents as the following: Forename Surname_CV or CL.  
Feel free to add any miscellaneous document that can support your application. We will make sure to review your 
application and get back to you within 48h. 
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